
Going-to Future (2)

Practise using the going-to future with us!

     Use the going-to future for events in the future that are planned and you are certain they will happen. 
For example: I am going to play tennis tonight.
Form the going-to future by using the correct form of "to be" + going to + the infinitive of the verb.
Negations: I am not going to play tennis tonight.
For questions: put the correct form of "to be" at the front of the sentence: Are you going to play tennis tonight?

 
We are ______________ see my cousins in Leeds next weekend.
     going
     going to
     go to

 
Leila is ______________ to play the main character in the summer show.
     not goes
     no going
     not going

 
We are going _________ go skiing on the weekend.
     to
     too
     do

 
I _________ going to make pasta for lunch.
     am
     be
     are

 
_________ you going to pick me up after handball training?
     Are
     Is
     Am

 
Jo _________ going to meet me on Friday afternoon.
     be
     is
     are
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Going-to Future (2)

 
We are going to _________ a test.
     wrote
     write
     writing

 
We _________ going to be ready in five minutes.
     be
     are
     is

 
Dad _________ going to help you with your homework.
     were
     are
     is

 
I am staying at Tom's, so I am _________ going to feed the cats tonight.
     don't
     not
     no

 
Sandy is going _________ to Wales to meet her dad.
     driving
     to drive 
     drive

 
She is going _________ prepare her favourite dish for lunch.
     too
     to
     do

 
I _________ going to phone when I have arrived.
     are
     am
     be
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